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Knowledge as the Prize in Adam and Eve’s Test of Obedience

In this essay we will describe in detail the immediate consequences of the transgression in
the Garden of Eden:

“The eyes of them both were opened”
“They knew they had been naked”
The false apron
The Tree of Knowledge as a symbol of death and rebirth

The Eyes of Them Both Were Opened”

We read in Moses 4:13 that after Adam and Eve had eaten of the forbidden fruit, “the eyes of
them both were opened, and they knew that they had been naked. And they sewed fig
leaves together and made themselves aprons.” The ending of the verse implicitly signals to
the reader that the making of the aprons is the culminating event in the story. However, Emily
Mahan observes that the Old English manuscript shown above punctuates the verse
differently, with three dots in triangle form, highlighting the importance of the opening of the
eyes of Adam and Eve: “and the eyes of them both were opened .·.” She notes that:

The punctuation mark [i. e., “.·.”] is the “strongest” punctuation mark in the scribe’s
repertoire. Used infrequently compared to the single punctus, it represents the biggest
pause. And that is the last line on the page (although there is in fact space for at least a
couple more words). The reader must pause here at the moment when the eyes of the
first human beings are opened, and lift their own eyes to the top of the next page. This
page begins with an image: the naked Eve and Adam, Adam in the act of eating the
fruit, the serpent in a tree to the left. The text resumes below it, midway through
Genesis 3:7, with a large colored initial that, combined with the previous punctuation
and page change, suggests that this should be considered a significant break in the
text, and that something new is beginning.

In other Old Testament instances, events where the eyes are opened connote a sudden
vision of hidden things.  Partaking of the fruit of the tree allowed Adam and Eve to begin to
experience and distinguish good from evil—the “opposition in all things” described in 2 Nephi
2:11. Note that in demonstration of her new capacity for discernment, Eve immediately “sees
through Satan’s disguise of clever hypocrisy, identifies him, and exposes him for what he
is.”

They Knew They Had Been Naked”

By the change that happened when their eyes were opened, Adam and Eve realize that they
“had been naked.”  The Book of Mormon prophet Jacob equates a “perfect knowledge” of
“nakedness” with “guilt” and “uncleanness” while associating the perfect knowledge of the
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“righteous” with “enjoyment” and “being clothed with purity, yea, even with the robe of
righteousness.”

Unlike the richly described, finely nuanced account of the temptation dialogue, the tightly
coupled chain of verbs that follow it (“took,” “eat,” “gave,” “eat”) “indicate rapid, single-minded
action”—nothing more is said, seen, or felt until the moment the eyes of Adam and Eve are
opened.  Then, at once, the hurried action restarts (“sewed,” “made”)—all the frantic
movements proclaiming loudly, by their silent execution, the anguished undertone of shame
and fear—“the physical act… as an expression of an inner state of an alarm.”  The desired
effect of this economical yet artful mode of narrative construction is to help the perceptive
reader understand that the Lord God, Adam and Eve’s benevolent provider, who has been
absent from their minds throughout the previous episode, has now reentered their thoughts
with painful effect.

The False Apron

The derivation of the Hebrew term for apron (˙agorah), sometimes translated as “girdle,”
confirms that this was an article of clothing intended to “enclose and cover the area of [the]
lap or loins.”  The fig tree has unusually large and strong leaves and its fruit is known for its
abundance of seeds. Thus, an apron of green fig leaves is an appropriate symbol for Adam
and Eve’s ability to procreate, to “be fruitful and multiply”  after the Fall.
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Figure 2. Sacred Tree on the Apron of Charlemagne, 8th century

Ostensibly, the aprons functioned to hide Adam and Eve’s nakedness—but is there more to
the story than this? Ancient readers would have recognized the function of aprons in ritual
context as a sign of power and authority. For example, a sacred tree was symbolically
represented on an apron worn by the eighth-century Christian king Charlemagne, as in the
figure above.  In both Egypt and Mesoamerica,  foliated aprons were also used as a sign
of authority, and kings in the Near East were often described as various sorts of trees.

In Moses 4:27, God Himself will be the one to clothe Adam and Eve, whereas in Moses 4:13
we were told that Adam and Eve “made themselves aprons.” Like their tasting of the
forbidden fruit,  the endeavor of Nimrod to build a tower to “reach unto heaven,”  Sarah’s
essay to realize the blessing of posterity through her handmaiden Hagar,  and Rebekah’s
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disguising of Jacob to assure that he would receive the birthright blessing,  this action
exemplifies the “recurring theme… of the attempt and failure of human effort in obtaining a
blessing that only God can give.”

It is perfectly in character for Satan to have planted the suggestion of making their own
aprons in the mind of Adam and Eve, since he often appropriates false signs of power and
priesthoods for himself in order to deceive.  Thus, we are not surprised to find the Zohar
associating Adam and Eve’s fig leaves with a knowledge of “sorcery and magic,” false forms
of “protection” and counterfeits of the true priesthood.  Moreover, it is consistent with the
plan of the Adversary to encourage sinners to flee from the presence of God rather than to
reconcile and return to Him.

In this instance, the contrast between the false apron made from leaves and the true clothing
later made from the skins of animals seems paralleled in the story of Cain and Abel, where
the former makes an unacceptable offering from the fruits of the ground while the latter
follows the God-given pattern of animal sacrifice.  Matthew B. Brown also reminds us
about the lambskin aprons of the warring Lamanites in the Book of Mormon, bringing to mind
the Lord’s warning about “false prophets which come to you in sheep’s clothing.”

Note that Satan made three attempts to mislead Adam and Eve by false appearances. First,
he made claims that confused the identities of Tree of Knowledge and the Tree of Life.
Second, he appeared as a serpent, deceptively employing a symbol of Christ. Finally, in the
episode of the fig-leaf aprons, he suggested a course of action to Adam and Eve that
substituted a self-made emblem of power and priesthood for the true article obtainable only
when authorized by God.

The Tree of Knowledge as a Symbol of Death and Rebirth

When Adam and Eve heard the voice of the Lord, the English text says that they “went to
hide themselves from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the garden.”
However the Hebrew for “tree,” etz, can be read as singular or plural in this verse—an
important subtlety glossed over in nearly every Bible translation. As a rare exception, André
Chouraqui’s French edition holds to a careful rendering of the key phrase describing Adam
and Eve’s place of concealment: “in the center of [i.e., within] the tree of the Garden.”  As
Kastler observes, “they are not merely touching the [Tree of Knowledge] but they have for all
intents and purposes merged with it … The tree has become their refuge—or perhaps their
prison.”  They have experienced a kind of death.
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Figure 3. Alain Guilleux, 1966-: Ramesses II in the Ished-tree, 13th century BCE

The image of the guilty parties, Adam and Eve, figuratively being shut up in a tree can be
better understood when compared with Egyptian motifs, such as the one evoked by the
figure of Ramesses II acting in the role of Osiris, as shown above.  Nibley also mentions
“Book of the Dead vignettes showing the Lady incorporated—all but her upper part, and in
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Figure 4. Zakariya, Hidden in a Tree, Sawed in Two by
His Enemies, 1577

many cases all but her arms only—in the fruit-bearing tree [suggesting] that the woman in
the tree must actually have been eaten by it; she is the first victim, so to speak, and now
invites her male companion to share her condition.”

Happily, the condition of “death” suggested by the symbolism of captivity in the tree is only
temporary. In ancient year-rites in Egypt, the eventual splitting of the tree “both terminates life
and liberates it,” allowing the captive initiate to be reborn.  The splitting of the tree also is
said by Nibley to represent, “among other things, the ‘splitting of ‘good’ and ‘evil,’” or the law
of opposites.”
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Figure 5. Isaiah Sawed in Two at the End, Roda Bible, mid-11th century.

 
 Images of death and resurrection from within a tree recall al-Tha’labi’s version of the story of
the martyrdom of Isaiah: “When their prophet Isaiah finished his speech, they came after him
to kill him and he fled from them. A tree met him and split itself open for him and he entered
it. The Devil came upon him and seized a fringe of his garment and showed it to them, so
they took saws in its middle and sawed it until they cut it and cut him while he was in the
midst.”  Isaiah’s death in the split tree was immediately followed by his rebirth and
ascension to heaven.  Another Islamic version of this story associates the incident with
Zacharias, father of John the Baptist, rather than with Isaiah.  Similar stories about Isaiah
are found in Christian sources. See, for example, the illustrations from the Roda Bible shown
above. At right, he meets death by being sawed in half while enclosed within a tree or vine,
and, at left, we see a previous ascent to heaven.
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Figure 6. Adam and Eve Enthroned in Paradise, 16th century

Paralleling the idea presented in Essay #61 of the Tree of Life as a throne surrounded by a
curtain of privacy is an Islamic legend that maintains that Adam and Eve reigned, as God’s
vice-regents, from a throne in Eden within “a green silken tent… whereupon the curtains of
the tent closed around them of their own accord.”  Significantly, the location of this tent
parallels the central position of the Tree of Knowledge, immediately adjacent to the Tuba tree

[34]
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of Paradise.  Although the idea of a second co-located tree is only infrequently mentioned
in Islamic tradition, note that the tent is specifically described as being the vegetal color of
green and that the function of the curtains in the written description was, of course, to screen
the throne—and the Tuba tree—from public sight, just as the Tree of Knowledge veiled the
view of the Tree of Life in Ephrem’s depiction of Eden. Following the transgression of Adam
and Eve, the “throne which had been erected for them in the tent thrust them away and cried,
‘Rebels, depart!’” God’s judgment then came upon them through “a voice from the tree” —
meaning the Tuba “tree of life.”

Sounding a similar theme, a petitioner in the Islamic mystical text, The Mother of Books, is
warned by God that if someone were to move “the curtain and the veil the slightest bit [to]
make the high king visible [i.e., to see God’s presence within the place of His full glory] …
their spirit would leave their body.”  The protection that the veil affords those unprepared to
look within is perhaps the reason that the Mandaeans call it “the veil of safety.”  By way of
contrast, the Armenian Descendants of Adam says that the righteous Enoch refrained from
looking at the heavens—which is equated to the fact that he did not eat of the:

… tree of meat [= tree of knowledge]. … And he drew linen over his face, and did not
look at the heavens, on account of the sin of Adam… And God had mercy upon Enoch
and transferred him to immortality.

Note that in the Book of Mormon, a similar warning is given regarding the interpreters used
by seers to enhance their prophetic vision: “no man can look in them except he be
commanded, lest he should look for that he ought not and he should perish.”

Nibley concludes that “dire consequences” may result from transgression of divinely set
bounds, citing the case of “Pistis Sophia[, who] went beyond her ‘degree’ and, becoming
ambitious, ‘looked behind the veil’ [and] fell from glory.”
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Figure 7. Diane Aposhian-Moffat, 1958-: Lehi’s Vision of
Tree of Life, 2002

Conclusions

The central position of the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden provides a parallel to the
presence of God in the midst of His temple. Diane Aposhian-Moffat’s elegant, knotted rug
appropriately shows the round tree against the middle of a rectangular field. The Tree of
Knowledge may plausibly be taken as a symbol of the protective veil initially concealing the
Tree of Life from Adam and Eve. After their transgression of God’s “first commandments,”
God placed cherubim and a flaming sword to prevent their premature entry into His presence
and sent Adam and Eve away, “eastward.”

This essay is adapted from Jeffrey M. Bradshaw. Temple Themes in the Book of Moses.
2014 update ed. Salt Lake City, UT: Eborn Publishing, 2014. English:
https://archive.org/details/150904TempleThemesInTheBookOfMoses2014UpdatedEditionSR
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eading ; Spanish: http://www.templethemes.net/books/171219-SPA-
TempleThemesInTheBookOfMoses.pdf, pp. 107–126.

Notes on Figures

Figure 1. Cambridge, British Library, Cotton MS Claudius B.iv, fol. 7 recto,
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=cotton_ms_claudius_b_iv_f006v (accessed
June 30, 2021). “A twelfth-century annotator has added commentary in Latin at the bottom of
the pages and within the borders of the … image” (E. Mahan, And the Eyes).

Figure 2. Public Domain. From W. Smith, et al., Dictionary , 2:1307. Previously published in
M. B. Brown, Girded, p. 137.

Figure 3. Courtesy of Alain Guilleux, alain.guilleux@free.fr.

Figure 4. Photographic Services and Permissions, New York Public Library Spencer, Pers.
Ms. 1 dated 984 (1577). Previously published in R. Milstein, et al., Stories, illustration 21

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cod. Lat. 6, in Vol. II, fol. 2v. Previously published in E. R.
Goodenough, Dura Symbolism, 11, Figure 307.

Figure 6. Photographic Services and Permissions, New York Public Library, Spencer, Pers.
Ms. 46. Previously published in R. Milstein, et al., Stories, plate 13.

Figure 7.Courtesy of Diane Aposhian-Moffat. Previously published in “I beheld a tree,”
Ensign, January 2004, p. 44.
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